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Abstract

The design of compact micropumps to provide steady flow has been an on-going challenge
in the field of microfluidics. In this work, a novel micropump concept is introduced utilizing
bacteriorhodopsin and sugar transporter proteins. The micropump utilizes light energy to
activate the transporter proteins, which create an osmotic pressure gradient and drive the
fluid flow. The capability of the bio inspired micropump is demonstrated using a quasi 1D
numerical model, where the contributions of bacteriorhodopsin and sugar transporter proteins
are taken care of by appropriate flux boundary conditions in the flow channel. Proton flux
created by the bacteriorhodopsin proteins is compared with experimental results to obtain
the appropriate working conditions of the proteins. To identify the pumping capability, we
also investigate the influences of several key parameters, such as the membrane fraction of
transporter proteins, membrane proton permeability and the presence of light. Our results
show that there is a wide bacteriorhodopsin membrane fraction range (from 0.2 to 10%) at
which fluid flow stays nearly at its maximum value. Numerical results also indicate that lipid
membranes with low proton permeability can effectively control the light source as a method
to turn on/off fluid flow. This capability allows the micropump to be activated and shut off
remotely without bulky support equipment. In comparison with existing micropumps, this
pump generates higher pressures than mechanical pumps. It can produce peak fluid flow and
shutoff head comparable to other non-mechanical pumps.
Keywords: micropump, proteins, osmosis, self-powered
(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

pumping such as electroosmotic [6] and magnetohydrodynamic [7] have been used as an alternate method to overcome
the limitations related to mechanical pumps. However nonmechanical pumps typically require large support systems,
cause joule heating [8, 9], and require certain fluid properties. Osmotic pressure has also been utilized in micropumps to
generate pressure through dissolving an agent [10]. However
the major limitation of those pumps is the lack of active control over fluid flow rate without changing the temperature of
the fluid significantly.
Plants use a complex process to store light energy by
photosynthesis and utilize this energy to drive fluid transport. Therefore, this mechanism could be used as a model
system for designing self-sustained microfluidic pumps.

Micropumps are used in applications such as in micro-totalanalytical systems (μTASs), lab on a chip, and point of care
testing. Numerous micropumps have been proposed with
advantages and limitations as described in [1–4]. In principle
micropumps can be divided into two categories: mechanical
and non-mechanical pumps. Mechanical pumps convert the
mechanical energy into flow and typically utilize oscillation of
a diaphragm or rotation of a gear. For example gears, centrifugal, and spiral pumps have been applied to microsystems with
integrated microscale coils [5]. However, mechanical pumps
usually require moving parts and produce pulsating flow,
which in certain cases may be undesirable. Non-mechanical
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to actively convert the light energy into chemical potential.
This lipid membrane contains both bacteriorhodopsin and
sugar transporter proteins. Degradation of the proteins is of
particular concern; hence, we specifically chose bacteriorhodopsin due to its resistance to degradation of its properties
[17]. Nevertheless, there are numerous steps that can be
taken to increase the stability of proteins such as by selecting
storage temperature, pH, or neighboring proteins [18]. The
role of bacteriorhodopsin transporter proteins is to actively
pump protons from the microchannel into the sugar solution
chamber, creating a proton gradient. This proton gradient
facilitates sugar transport through sucrose transporter proteins, where both protons and sugars are transported from
the sucrose solution chamber into the microchannel. Then
the protons are pumped back into the sugar solution chamber
by the bacteriorhodopsin transporter proteins. This recycling
of protons allows the continual pumping of sugar molecules
into the microchannel. The pumping of sugar molecules
into the microchannel will increase sugar concentration in
the microchannel, generating an osmotic pressure gradient
between the microchannel and water chamber. A semi-permeable membrane which only allows water to pass (from
water chamber to microchannel) separates the lower side
of the microchannel from the water chamber. The osmotic
pressure gradient will drive water from the water chamber
into the microchannel and result in fluid flow along the
microchannel.

One of the most important mechanisms for active fluid
transport in plants is through sugar transport across the
cell membranes by sugar transporter proteins [11] to drive
fluid flow. Indeed the biohybrid systems have already been
implemented in microfluidic devices. Al-Aribe et al [12]
have incorporated the bacteriorhodopsin transporter proteins
in hydrogel as a valve to control hydrogel expansion. Both
sugar transporter proteins and ATPase have been used to
generate osmotic pressure to cause material expansion for
deformable smart materials [13, 14]. However, the devices
therein are not designed for continuous pumping. Moreover,
Lin et al [15] have employed kinesin (a motor protein) in a
microfluidic device to move microtubules with cargo along
protein tracks. Enzyme reactions have also been utilized as
a method to drive fluid flow at speeds up to 5 µm s−1 by producing fluid density gradients through heat generation [16].
However, this method of moving fluid requires heat generation and does not produce net directional flow. Despite these
previous works, to our knowledge, a steady-self-sustained
micropump with net fluid flow utilizing transporter proteins
is still not available.
In this work we present a micropump inspired by the
active fluid transport in plants. The proposed pump requires
no external energy input and, like plants, it utilizes solar
energy and sugar molecules for fluid pumping. Through
our numerical model, we show the feasibility of a micropump utilizing transporter proteins to provide self-sustained
pumping. In our model, the active transport of protons/
sugars is accounted for by solving the reaction rate equations, and the flow and pressure fields are solved using the
continuity and momentum equations. The goal of this work
is to propose a new bio inspired self-sustained micropump
to provide fluid flow in micro/nanodevices. The rest of the
paper is arranged as follows. First, we present the mathematical model for the transporter proteins and the governing
equations for fluid/sucrose flow in the microfluidic device.
This is followed by the validation of the bacteriorhodopsin
transporter protein model with experimental results. Next,
we investigate the key parameters affecting the pumping,
such as the transporter protein fragment fraction, the lipid
bilayer proton permeability, and illumination. Then, we
compare the proposed pump with the existing micropumps
and discuss the possible applications.

3. Mathematical model
3.1. Proton pump (bacteriorhodopsin transporter protein)

As mentioned earlier, the bacteriorhodopsin transporter proteins are used in our design as the proton pump. Due to its
simplicity as a compact nanoscale photo excitable proton
pump, the reactions of bacteriorhodopsin have been widely
studied [19, 20] and implemented in engineering devices
[21, 22]. We model the proton transport in bacteriorhodopsin
transporter protein based on the sequence of reactions proposed by Neutze et al [23]. The key components of the
bacteriorhodopsin protein involved in proton transport are
shown in figure 2(a). As shown, a retinal molecule is held
tightly by the protein. The retinal molecule functions like a
spring that stores light energy, which will be released later in
the photocycle. This retinal molecule is attached to a lysine
group through a Schiff base. The Schiff base along with
amino acid groups aspartic acid (Asp) 96, aspartic acid 85,
and arginine (Arg) 82 forms a pathway for the protons to
transfer from the internal to external side of the transporter
protein. The protons are then released to the external side
though a proton release group formed by glutamic acid (Glu)
194 and 204.
The proton transport process in bacteriorhodopsin transporter protein is modeled with a seven-state model as shown
in figure 2(b). There are a total of 13 steps involved in the
process. The base protein state is denoted as bR, where the
retinal molecule is initially in the all-trans configuration.
Upon exposure to light, the photons will excite the retinal

2. Model system
We consider the microfluidic pump as a cascade of channels
as shown in figure 1. The pump chamber (aka microchannel)
is located between two chambers, a lower chamber filled with
water and an upper chamber with a sugar solution. For our
simulations, we consider a symmetric device with the center
defined at x = 0. Thus, we only simulate half of the device. The
pumping channel has a height of h and a length of 2L2. The
sugar solution chamber has a height of h2 and a length of 2L1
and is treated as a sugar source. The water chamber is approximated as a water source with a length of 2L2.
The sugar solution chamber is separated from the microchannel by a lipid bilayer membrane with transporter proteins
2
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Figure 1. Schematic of the transporter protein driven active micropump. The pumping channel (microchannel) is located between two
chambers. The upper sugar solution chamber is separated from the microchannel by a lipid membrane with bacteriorhodopsin and sugar
transporter proteins. The lower water chamber is separated from the microchannel by a semi-permeable membrane. Both upper and
lower membranes can be supported by a porous ceramic plate to withstand pressure differentials, similar to lead glass silicate plates
used by others for supporting artificial membranes [13, 14]. The bacteriorhodopsin transporter proteins use light energy to pump protons
from the microchannel into the sugar solution chamber creating a proton gradient. This proton gradient is used by the sugar transporter
proteins to transport sugar molecules from the sucrose solution chamber into the microchannel. This will increase the sugar concentration
in the microchannel. The sugar concentration difference (osmotic pressure) is used to drive water flow from the water chamber into the
microchannel, resulting in net outflow. Due to the geometric symmetry, we only model the right half of the microchannel in our simulations.

molecule and change the retinal molecular shape from alltrans to 13-cis. This step represents the transition from
state bR to state K. The change in molecular structure will
then lead to the opening of the external side of the protein.
Meanwhile the amino acids such as Arg 82 are reoriented
towards the external side, leading to state L. This is followed by a series of thermally driven reactions moving
protons in the outwards direction. State M1 is formed when
a proton located on the Schiff base is transferred to aspartic
acid 85. This allows the release of a proton from the proton
release group Glu 194 and 204. At the same time conformational changes occur on both sides of the protein, which
closes the external side and opens the protein to the internal
fluid (state M2). A proton is then transferred from Asp 96 to
the Schiff base and results in state N. Next, Asp 96 picks up
a proton from the internal side. The retinal molecule returns
to the all-trans configuration and the protein closes to the
internal side, leading to state O. Finally the structural rearrangement of the protein opens the pathway to allow for
the transport of a proton from aspartic acid 85 to the proton
release group through Arg 82, which causes the protein to
return its base state bR.
The protein surface density at a particular state can be
determined from the law of mass action:

dbR
= kObRO + kNbRN − kbRK bR,
dt
dK
= kbRK bR − kKLK + kLK L ,
dt
dL
= kKLK − kLK L − kLM1L + k M1LM1,
dt
dM1
= kLM1L − k M1LM1 − k M1M2M1 + k M2M1M2,
(1)
dt
dM2
= k M1M2M1 − k M2M1M2 − k M2N M2 + kNM2N ,
dt
dN
= k M2N M2 − kNM2N − kNON + k ON O − kNbRN ,
dt
dO
= kNON − kON O − kObRO,
dt

where surface densities of protein states are denoted accordingly
(e.g. density of the bR state is bR) and kAB represents the reaction
rate constant from state A to state B. We consider the reaction
at steady state and the total number of proteins bRo is constant
bRo = bR + K + L + M1 + M2 + N + O.
(2)

The protein density at each state can be solved from equations (1) and (2). The matrix form of the equations is:
3
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⎡ 1
1
1
1
1
1
1 ⎤⎡ ⎤ ⎡
bR ⎤
bR
⎢−k
0
0
0
0
kNbR
kObR ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ o ⎥
bRK
K
⎢
⎥
0 ⎥
0
0
0
0 ⎥⎢ L ⎥ ⎢
kLK
⎢ kbRK −kKL
0
⎢
⎢
⎥
⎢ 0
0
0
0 ⎥ M1 = ⎢ 0 ⎥⎥.
kKL −kLK − kLM1
k M1L
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
0
0
0 ⎥⎢ M2 ⎥ ⎢ 0 ⎥
kLM1
k M2M1
−k M1L − k M1M2
⎢ 0
0
k M1M2
kNM2
−k M2M1 − k M2N
0
0 ⎥⎢ N ⎥ ⎢ 0 ⎥
⎢ 0
⎥
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎢ 0
k M2N
−kNM2 − kNO − kNbR k ON ⎥⎦⎣ O ⎦ ⎣ 0 ⎦
0
0
0
⎣

(3)

where Co is the total surface density of sugar transporter proteins. Φ2 is a function of rates and reactant concentrations as
listed in appendix A2.

The proton transport rate from internal to external side can
be expressed as:
JH + = k M1M2M1 − k M2M1M2.
(4)

Finally after solving equation (3) for M1 and M2, the proton
transport rate can be calculated as:

3.3. Transport equations

Our proposed micropump is 3D with disparate length scales.
For example, the length of the microchannel is in centimeter
scale, the height of the microchannel is in micron scale, and
the dimension of transporter proteins are on the scale of
nanometers. To incorporate the various scales and to obtain
computational results in reasonable time, we use quasi-1D
equations developed earlier [25]. For fluid flow through the
microchannel (pump chamber), as shown in figure 1, the
quasi-1D continuity and momentum equations can be given
as [25]:

kbRK kKLkLM1k M1M2k M2N (kNbRkObR + kNbRkON + kNOk )
.
Φ1(kj )
(5)
JH + = bRo

Here the denominator (Φ1) is a complex function of the
rate constants as provided in the appendix A1.
3.2. Sugar pump (sugar transporter protein)

In our design, we use the sugar transporter proteins to pump
sucrose molecules into the microchannel from the sugar solution chamber. The detail structure and kinetics of the sugar
transporter proteins are explained in detail in our earlier work
[24], and will not be repeated. Briefly the sugar transporter
proteins are modeled using a six-state model [24] describing
the kinetics of the protein in response to reactant concentrations. Similar to equation (1), the surface density of the
proteins at specific states is calculated as:

∂
∂
ρh + (ρu )h − ρw vw − ϖJS = 0,
(8)
∂t
∂x
∂p
μu
∂
∂
(ρ u ) = −
− 12 2 − 1.2 (ρ u 2 ) ,
(9)
∂x
h
∂t
∂x

where vw is the velocity of water at the wall entering into the
microchannel (aka wall flow velocity), and ϖJS is the sugar
mass influx. Fluid properties and wall flow velocity are both
dependent on the sugar concentration. Thus, one has to find
the sugar concentration in the microchannel. In this study, we
model the sucrose and proton concentrations using the mass
conservation equation:

dC1
= k 6C6 − k−6C1 + k−1C2 − k1C1He+,
dt
dC2
= k1C1He+ − k−1C2 + k−2C3 − k2C2Se,
dt
dC3
= k2C2Se − k−2C3 + k−3C4 − k3C3,
dt
(6)
dC4
= k3C3 − k−3C4 + k−4C5S − k 4C4,
dt
dC5
= k 4C4 − k−4C5S + k−5C6H + − k5C5,
dt
dC6
= k5C5 − k−5C6H + + k−6C1 − k 6C6.
dt

⎛ ∂S
∂
z Γ ∂ φ ⎞⎤
∂ ⎡
⎟⎥h − Ji = 0,
Si
Sih + ⎢uSi − Di⎜ i −
(10)
⎝
RT ∂x ⎠⎦
∂t
∂x ⎣
∂x

where Si is the concentration of species i (sucrose/proton), Di
is the diffusion coefficient in the solution, Ji is the total influx
and the fourth term is the contribution due to electromigration. The pH (proton concentration) in the microchannel is
kept constant at 7 due to the direct exchange of water between
the microchannel and water chamber. In addition, the sugar
concentration inside the sugar solution chamber is also maintained constant in our study.

Here H+ is the proton concentration in the microchannel, Se
is the sugar concentration in the sugar solution chamber, S is
the sugar concentration in the microchannel, and k’s are the
reaction rate constants. By solving the equation (6) with the
assumption of steady state, the rate of sugar transport by the
sugar transporter protein is:

3.4. Auxiliary conditions

The transport equations provided in the aforementioned
section can be solved to find the flow velocity and pressure distribution in the system under appropriate boundary conditions.
For the continuity and momentum equations, we consider a
symmetric boundary condition at the line of symmetry (x = 0)

H +S k k k k k k − H +Sk−1k−2k−3k−4k−5k−6
JS = Co e e 1 2 3 4 5 6
,
(7)
Φ2(k m, k−m, He+, H +, Se, S )
4
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at which sugars leak across the membrane should be negligible compared to the rate of active transport. As a result, we
assume that no sugar molecules leak into or out of the microchannel by diffusion.
The wall flow into the microchannel is driven by the
osmotic and thermodynamic pressure differences, which can
be calculated using the Kedem and Katchalsky equation [26]:
vw = Mp[pw − p − σ (Π(Sw ) − Π(S ))].
(12)

Here Mp is the membrane hydraulic permeability, while σ is
the membrane reflection coefficient. For an ideal membrane
where solute molecules are prevented from passing through, σ
= 1[26]. Π(S ) is the internal (microchannel) side osmotic pressure, and Π(Sw ) is the external (water chamber) side osmotic
pressure. The osmotic pressure provides work potential for
pumping.
3.5. Fluid properties

The primary solute in our microchannel is sucrose; therefore,
the fluid properties are calculated based on the sucrose concentration (S). According to Chenlo et al [27], the density and
viscosity of the solution are calculated using:
ρ = ρwater (1 + 0.867 S )0.164,
(13)
μ = μwater (1 + 0.867 S )0.164
⎛
⎞⎤
 ⎡
S1.1
⎢1 + 0.73 S exp⎜
⎟⎥.
⎝ 8.345 T /273.1 − 7.042 ⎠⎦
⎣

(14)

The sucrose diffusion coefficient in solution is calculated
from [28, 29]:
DS = 5.23 × 10−10 exp( −0.7248 S ).
(15)

And the osmotic pressure inside the microchannel is calculated using [30]:

Figure 2. (a) Key components of bacteriorhodopsin transporter
protein. (b) The seven-state proton transport model proposed by
Neutze et al [23]. The base state of bacteriorhodopsin is denoted as
bR. Due to the photon excitation, the retinal molecule experiences
conformation changes. The conformational changes result in a
series of proton transport steps and eventually moves a proton to the
external side, where the proton leaves the transporter protein during
transition from M1 to M2 state.

Π = RTρwater (0.998 S + 0.089S2 ),
(16)

where R is the universal gas constant and T is the absolute
temperature. In all cases we assume a fluid temperature of
298 K and sucrose concentration is in the unit of molal. In
addition, we set the diffusion coefficient for the proton in the
sucrose solution D H + = 9.3 × 10−5 cm2 s−1 [31], which is independent of S.

and the fully developed flow at the outlet of the microchannel
with the fixed outlet thermodynamic pressure. For the mass
conservation of sucrose and proton, we again assume symmetry at the center line and zero concentration gradient at the
outlet.
In addition to the active transport by transporter proteins,
the protons can also diffuse across lipid bilayers, and the
influx is proportional to the proton concentration difference
across the membrane:

3.6. Rate constants

The reaction rate constants for the bacteriorhodopsin protein
in equation (1) are pH dependent. In our simulations, the rate
constant at a specific pH is obtained by linear interpolation
of the experimental data from Ludmann et al [20]. Although
the rate constant for the transition from state bR to K is not
provided, the reaction takes place within picoseconds [23]
and we can neglect the influence of this fast transition by

JD H+ = MH +(He+ − H +),
(11)

where MH + is the lipid membrane proton permeability. On the
other hand, sucrose molecules are much larger; hence, the rate
5
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Table 1. Bacteriorhodopsin transporter protein configurations based on proton concentration on both internal (In) and external (Ext) side.

Reaction
Case

L  →  M1

M1  →  L

M1  →  M2

M2  →  M1

M2  →  N

N  →  M2

N  →  O

O  →  N

O  →  bR

N  →  bR

1
2
3

Ext
Ext
Ext

Ext
Ext
Ext

Ext
Ext
Ext

Ext
Ext
Ext

In
In
In

In
In
In

In
In
In

Ext
In
In

Ext
Ext
In

In
In
In

setting kbBK as a large value. If the light source is removed
and there is no excitation of the retinal molecule, then kbBK
will be zero. The reaction rate constants for sugar transporter
proteins in equation (7) are chosen from experimental work
of Boorer et al [32] with modifications as described in our
previous work [24].

Quasi-1D equations are solved numerically using the finite
volume method with collocated storage. In collocated finite
volume, both velocity and pressure as well as other variables
such as concentration and temperature are stored within the
cell center [33]. Discretized algebraic equations are obtained
for each control volume using the method described in [24].
We use the semi-implicit method for pressure-linked equations (SIMPLE) algorithm to iteratively solve for velocity,
pressure, and species concentration. The momentum equation is first used to solve for velocity and the continuity
equation is then used to solve for pressure correction. Next,
the pressure correction is used to calculate pressure and
modify the velocity field. Species transport equations are
then solved to obtain the concentration of sugar and proton
in the pumping section. After each iteration, fluid properties
and fluxes are updated based on proton/sucrose concentration. We set the grid size for each differential volume as
2 µm, as coarser grid sizes of 4 and 8 µm showed no appreciable differences.

independent of pH. However, it is not clear whether the reactions for O to N and O to bR would depend on internal or
external pH. To test this, we have considered three possible
configurations as listed in table 1. In each configuration we fix
the internal pH at 6.5 and vary the external pH. We calculate
the proton flux for each case and compare the result with the
experimental measurements from Miercke et al [34]. In the
experiment they measured the proton flux at different external
pH for bacteriorhodopsin proteins cloned on Escherichia coli
and reconstituted in soybean vesicles. Like the experimental
settings of Miercke et al [34], we considered 31% of the proteins facing outwards (external) and the other 69% facing
inwards (internal).
Results with proton flux normalized by the maximum flux
for different protein configurations are shown in figure 3.
Experimental data are shown in symbols. As shown, the
second configuration matches best with the experimental
results. This configuration (as described in table 1) corresponds to the situation that all N related reactions depend on
internal pH and all other steps depend on external pH. The
proton flux in the second configuration agrees with the experimental data when the pH is lower than 8. In particular both the
experimental and numerical results show the same peak flux
at a pH of 7.5. However, at higher pH the results deviate from
the experiments. This may be due to the fact that in principle
each reaction should be partially influenced by the pH on both
sides of the protein; therefore, the model is less accurate for
larger proton differences.

4. Results and discussion

4.2. Micropump setup

3.7. Numerical method

We solve mass, momentum and species conservation equations in the microchannel with dimensions as shown in
figure 1. In this study, the length (2L2) and height (h) of
microchannel are 3 cm and 1 µm, respectively. The dimensions of the sugar solution chamber are set as a height (h2)
of 1 µm and a length (2L1) of 1 cm. Here, L1 is the length
of the transporter protein membrane. Thus, an increase in L1
will increase the sucrose influx in the pumping section, which
will result in more osmotic potential for pumping. In other
words, one can increase the pumping power by increasing
L1. Additionally L2 is the length of the semi-permeable membrane; an increase in L2 will allow more wall flow. That
means more osmotic energy can be converted to flow energy
by increasing L2. Considering the size of the typical micropump, L2 was restricted to 3 cm.
The lipid membrane separating the sugar solution chamber
and microchannel is composed of two parts: the first part is
related to the bacteriorhodopsin transporter proteins and the

4.1. Validation of bacteriorhodopsin protein model

In our bacteriorhodopsin protein model, the reaction rate constants are pH dependent and the pH values are different on
external and internal sides of the cell to facilitate the transport
of sugars. As shown in figure 2(b), the protein opens to the
external side during the K to L transition. On the other hand,
the protein opens to the internal side during the M1 to M2 transition and closes to the internal (microchannel) side during the
N to O transition. The transition from M1 to M2 should depend
on the external (sugar solution chamber side) pH because a
proton leaves the protein and enters the external fluid during
this process. The forward reaction from N to O should depend
on the internal (microchannel side) pH due to the fact that a
proton from the internal side binds to the protein. Therefore,
the steps from M2 to N and reaction N to O should depend
on internal pH. The reaction from L to M2 should depend on
external pH and the reactions K to L and L to K are nearly
6
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Figure 4. The variation of proton concentration inside the
sugar solution chamber. Here the lipid membrane contains 0.3%
bacteriorhodopsin transporter proteins fraction. The proton
permeability of the lipid membrane is 7 × 10−7 cm s−1, and the outlet
pressure is fixed at 10 kPa.

Figure 3. Comparison of normalized proton flux for different
configurations with experimental data from Miercke et al
[34] (shown as rectangles here). Miercke et al incorporated
bacteriorhodopsin proteins in vesicles composed of soybean lipids.
Vesicles were prepared against a 6.5 pH buffer. In their experimental
work the external pH was varied with 31% of the bacteriorhodopsin
proteins facing the outwards direction. The three configurations
considered here are listed in table 1.

chamber is shown in figure 4 for a fixed outlet pressure of
10 kPa. During the process, the bacteriorhodopsin proteins
utilize the light energy to pump the protons from the microchannel into the sugar solution chamber to generate a proton
gradient. The resultant proton gradient is used by the sugar
transporter proteins to drive sugar molecules from the sugar
solution chamber into the microchannel. In our simulation
as shown in figure 4, the proton concentration in the sugar
solution chamber is higher than that in the microchannel
where the proton concentration is maintained at 10–4 mM
(pH 7). But the variation inside the sugar solution chamber
is extremely small (0.25 µM) compared with the concentration difference between the microchannel and sugar solution
chamber (1.3 mM).
The sugar concentration profile is shown in figure 5(a).
The higher proton concentration in the sugar solution
chamber allows the sugar transporter proteins to pump
sucrose molecules against a sugar concentration gradient.
As a result, in this case, the active pumping allows the
sugar concentration to be higher in the microchannel than
the sugar solution chamber. The pumping of sugars into
the microchannel generates a chemical potential gradient
between the microchannel and the water source, where the
higher concentration of sugar in the microchannel will drive
wall inflow (equation (12)). As a result water is pulled into
the microchannel and pushes flow along the channel. In the
region without sugar pumping, fluid inflow will dilute sugar
concentration.
The velocity variation along the microchannel is shown in
figure 5(b). As previously noted the higher solute concentration in the microchannel will drive fluid inflow, which will

other part is due to the sugar transporter proteins (as shown
in figure 1). The protein surface density is set as 0.2 protein nm−2 based on Halobacterium salinarum [35]. For the
semi-permeable membrane separating the microchannel and
water chamber, the hydraulic permeability is chosen at Mp
= 10–12 m Pa−1 s−1, which is typical for a plasma membrane
with aquaporins [36]. In this study, the sugar concentration
in the sugar solution chamber is fixed at 5 mM, but it can be
varied to change the performance of the pump. For instance,
the performance of the pump will be impacted significantly
if the concentration of the sugar solution is reduced beyond a
threshold value.
In principle all the transport coefficients, rate constants and
membrane properties are temperature dependent. In our simulations we neglect the temperature effect as it is not possible
to change the system temperature without adding or removing
energy. Since the primary objective of this work is to introduce
a self-sustained micropump, constant temperature operation is
a valid assumption.
4.3. Flow along microchannel

Simulations are performed in a microchannel as shown
in figure 1. The membrane proton permeability is set as
MH + = 7 × 10 –7 cm s−1. In addition, we assume 0.3% of
the lipid membrane as bacteriorhodopsin membrane fragment and the rest as sugar transporter protein fragment. The
variation of the proton concentration in the sugar solution
7
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Figure 5. (a) sugar concentration, (b) velocity, and (c) pressure distribution along the microchannel. In the region from x = 0 to 5 mm, the

microchannel is connected with the sugar solution chamber as shown in figure 1. The other simulation parameters are the same as described
in figure 4.

lead to an increase in flow velocity as fluid travels along the
channel. In the section from L1 to L2 (without the sugar solution chamber), the flow velocity continues to increase as the
sugar concentration is still sufficiently high to drive the water
inflow against the thermodynamic pressure gradient. The
thermodynamic pressure inside of the microchannel is shown
in figure 5(c). It is important to note that the thermodynamic
pressure decreases along the microchannel due to internal flow
resistance. As the pressure decreases along the pump, more of
the osmotic pressure can be converted into flow energy and
flow rate continues to increase (figure 5(b)). In this case, the

maximum osmotic pressure in the microchannel is ~22 kPa,
which is used to drive fluid flow. Here the useful pressure generated by the pump is 10 kPa.
4.4. Effect of transporter protein membrane fraction

In this section, we investigate the effect of the transporter
protein membrane fraction on the pumping performance. We
vary the percentage of bacteriorhodopsin proteins (bRo%),
bacteriorhodopsin membrane area to total membrane area, by
keeping all the other parameters the same as section 4.3. The
8
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Figure 6. The effects of the bacteriorhodopsin transporter protein membrane fraction on (a) pH in the sugar solution chamber and (b)
volume flow rate per unit width. The bRo% refers to the fraction of upper membrane composed of bacteriorhodopsin membrane. All the
simulation parameters are the same as described in figure 4.

pH (proton concentration) in the sugar solution chamber at
different bacteriorhodopsin membrane fractions is shown in
figure 6(a). As the percentage of bacteriorhodopsin proteins
increases, there will be an overall increase in proton transport
from the microchannel to the sugar solution chamber. Hence,
the pH in the sugar solution chamber will decrease. As shown
in figure 3, bacteriorhodopsin proteins operate most effectively near an external pH of 7.5, but at lower pH the proton
transport is significantly hindered. Therefore as indicated in
figure 6(a), at high pH, changes in the number of bacteriorhodopsin proteins will result in a more noticeable proton
concentration change. However at higher bacteriorhodopsin
membrane fractions, the proton pumping capability does not
increase much since the bacteriorhodopsin transporter proteins are operating in a low pH condition.
Figure 6(b) shows the volume flow rate at the outlet in
response to different bacteriorhodopsin membrane fractions. Flow rate is shown per unit width because flow scales
proportionally with the width of the channel. In this study,
we kept the height of the microchannel constant in estimating the fluid flow rate. Our numerical results show that
the outflow/pumping is influenced by the balance between
the number of bacteriorhodopsin proteins and sugar transporter proteins. As shown in figure 6(b), the flow reaches
its maximum value when the fraction of bacteriorhodopsin
protein reaches 0.2%. Decreasing the number of bacteriorhodopsin transporter proteins below 0.2% significantly
reduces the pH difference across the sugar solution chamber
and microchannel, and therefore results in a lower flow rate.
On the other hand, when protons become highly abundant
(0.2%  <  bRo%  <  10%), the rate of proton–sugar transfer
through the sugar transporter protein becomes dominated
by steps that are independent of pH difference. Therefore,
in this intermediate range, increasing the pH difference by
adding more bacteriorhodopsin proteins will not increase
sugar transport across individual proteins as effectively.
Further increase in the bacteriorhodopsin membrane fraction

above 10% significantly decreases the flow due to the reduction in sugar transporter proteins.
4.5. Effects of the membrane proton permeability and photoactivation

There is about a three orders of magnitude variation in
the proton permeability from 7   ×   10−7 to 10–3 cm s−1 [37]
depending on the type of membrane lipids. Therefore the type
of the lipid bilayer may be important when designing a micropump. In this section we investigate the effect from the lipid
type by varying the proton permeability across the membrane
based on the data from Deamer [37]. Here we keep all the other
parameters same as in section 4.3. We also explore the effect of
the photo activation by disabling the bacteriorhodopsin transporter proteins to imitate the absence of a light source.
Figure 7(a) shows the pH (proton concentration) in the
sugar solution chamber for different types of lipid membranes
(different proton permeability). When the bacteriorhodopsin
transporter proteins are actively pumping protons from the
microchannel to the sugar solution chamber (red squares),
increasing the proton permeability will enhance the proton
diffusion from sugar solution chamber to microchannel and
therefore decrease the proton concentration (increase the
external pH). On the other hand when we completely disable
the bacteriorhodopsin transporter proteins by turning off the
light source (blue triangles), the protons in the sugar solution
chamber will be transported together with the sugar molecules into the microchannel. This will create lower proton
concentration in the sugar solution chamber making the pH
in the sugar chamber slightly higher than 7 (see right vertical
axis). The pH in the sugar solution chamber will decrease as
the membrane permeability increases due to proton diffusion
from microchannel to sugar chamber.
The change in proton concentration difference in
response to the membrane proton permeability will also
impact the pumping as shown in figure 7(b). When the
9
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Figure 7. Effects of membrane proton permeability on (a) pH in the sugar solution chamber and (b) volume flow rate per unit width.
Two distinct cases are presented for both distributions: with illumination (shown as squares) and without illumination (triangles). All
other simulation conditions are the same as described in figure 4. Lipid components are abbreviated as follows: BSA—bovine serum
albumin, DAPC—diarachidonoyl-phosphatidylcholine, DPC—diphytanoyl phosphatidylcholine, PC—phosphatidylcholine, PE—
phosphatidylethanolamine, and POPE—1-palmitoyl-2-oleoylphosphatidylcholine.

bacteriorhodopsin transporter proteins are working (red
squares), increasing the membrane proton permeability
reduces the pH difference between the sugar solution
chamber and microchannel. In other words, the proton concentration in the sugar solution chamber decreases resulting
in low pumping of sugar which reduces the flow rate. When
we turn off the light source (blue triangles) an opposing
proton concentration difference will slow the sugar transport and eventually the flow will stop. However, as the
membrane permeability increases, the protons will diffuse
from the microchannel to sugar solution chamber. This
proton diffusion will allow the sugar transporter proteins
to continue pumping, albeit at a very slow rate. The results
suggest that for sufficiently low membrane proton permeability one can turn on/off the pump by adding/removing
the light source. Due to the lack of experimental data for
rate constants, we were not able to study the effect of light
intensity on the performance of our micropump. But the rate
of proton pumping can be actively controlled by altering
the light intensity [34], which can be used to regulate fluid
flow. As a result, both flow and pressure can be controlled
by adjusting the exposure to light.

Figure 8. Pump curve for the micropump where pump head is in
meters of water. The outlet pressure is varied and the volume flow
rate per unit width is calculated through our simulations. The other
simulation parameters are the same as described in figure 4.

4.6. Pump performance

head using this pump with appropriate supporting structure
for membranes.
When designing a new pump, it is important to compare
the performance of the pump with similarly sized existing
pumps. Table 2 shows the comparison of different types of
micropumps based on shutoff head and normalized flow rate.
Here flow rates are normalized by pump chamber volume (as
listed in table 2) which is calculated from individual pump
dimensions. The characteristic length of each micropump is
also listed in table 2. In comparison to mechanical pumps such
as piezoelectric and peristaltic pumps, our proposed pump has

Next, we study the pumping capability of our micropump
at various flow rates. In our simulations we calculate the net
discharge generated by our micropump at different outlet pressures. Figure 8 shows the pump head curve, where the pump
head is calculated from the outlet pressure (H = p /ρg). Like
any other pump, the head generated by the pump decreases
with the flow rate, but the rate of drop is much faster suggesting that this pump is suitable for low flow rate. The
predicted shutoff pressure head is 500 kPa which is quite a bit
lower than the pressure in the actual plant phloem (1.5 MPa)
[38], suggesting that it is possible to generate high pressure
10
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Table 2. Comparison of micropump of this work with existing pumps. Here the width of our micropump is assumed as 30 mm. The size on

the last column is based on the largest dimension of the pump chamber.
Reference

Type

Shutoff head (m) Vpump (mm3)

Qmax/Vpump (min−1)

Size (mm)

This work
Schabmueller et al [39]
Nakahara et al [40]
Pečar et al [41]
Al-Halhouli et al [42]
Zeng et al [43]

Active transport
Piezoelectric
Peristaltic
Peristaltic
Synchronous motor
Electroosmotic

79
0.10
—
3.7
—
240

0.40
550
130
280
5.9
0.30

30
8
24
16
8.6
54

0.90
2.8
12
0.85
27
12

facilitated by transporter proteins are modeled by solving the
corresponding rate equations. We validate the model for bacteriorhodopsin transporter protein against the experimental
results.
Our model indicates that there are some geometric parameters that are important when designing this micropump.
For instance, increasing the size of the transporter protein
membrane (L1) will lead to higher sucrose influx, thus drive
significantly higher flow rates. Lengthening the semipermeable membrane (L2) will increase flow rate through converting
more of the chemical energy (due to osmotic pressure) into
flow energy. Moreover, at moderately lower sugar concentration in the sugar solution chamber, raising its value will
accelerate the rate of sugar transport facilitated by transporter
proteins and increase fluid flow. While a more detail parametric study is needed to optimize the design of this pump,
the primary objective of this work is to demonstrate the selfsustained active pumping without any external energy.
We also investigate the effects from several key factors
including transporter protein fraction in lipid membrane,
types of lipid membranes, and illumination on the performance of the pump. Simulation results show that there is a
wide bacteriorhodopsin membrane fraction range (from 0.2
to 10%) at which flow rate stays nearly constant. Below
0.2%, fluid flow is hindered due to the lack of active proton
pumping required to generate the proton gradient, and above
10% the benefit of adding proton pumps is outweighed by
the reduction in sugar transporter proteins. Our study of the
membrane proton permeability and light source suggests illumination can be used as a controlling mechanism to turn on/
off the micropump. By adjusting light exposure, the flow rate
could be actively altered. At moderately low membrane permeability, the pump can be completely stopped by removing
the light source. In comparison to existing pumps, the maximum pressure and flow rate of this pump is comparable with
existing non-mechanical pumps. The predicted maximum
flow rate is comparable with electroosmotic pumps; however,
the flow rate is much lower than mechanical pumps. Overall,
the results of this work indicate that a solar powered device
utilizing transporter proteins has great potential for next generation non-mechanical micropumps.

a much higher shutoff head. However for a similar sized pump,
our flow rate is much lower than most mechanical pumps. As
a result this pump offers advantages over mechanical pumps
in that it can supply high pressure head with non-pulsating
flow. One common type of non-mechanical micropump is the
electroosmotic pump. In comparison to a similar sized electroosmotic pump, our pump shows comparable maximum
flow rate and shutoff head. The flow rate of this pump is also
similar to other membrane based pumps, such as evaporation based pumps. Nevertheless, the pump presented here is
intended as a preliminary step towards an alternate method
to supply fluid flow for microdevices using bio-inspired selfsustained active pumping.
4.7. Applications

The use of transporter proteins to drive fluid flow would allow
for a compact micropump due to the only critical component
being the transporter protein membrane. Transporter proteins
have dimensions on the order of nanometers; as a result this
design is compact and is only limited by the membrane surface area. The small thickness of the pump would make it
ideal for lab on a chip devices, where the membrane could be
patterned on the surface of the device and add negligible thickness. One application for the steady supply of sugar solution
could be in cell culture devices. The capability of supplying
steady flow rates would make such a device suitable for drug
delivery. For example, fluid from the pump chamber could
be used to displace a membrane and push a drug solution.
Alternately, fluid flow could be used to dissolve water-soluble
drug molecules inside a frit. Another potential application for
this pump is in flow microreactors. In a microreactor, reactant molecules such as sugar or ions could be pumped into the
microchannel through transporter proteins facilitated by the
proton concentration.
5. Conclusions
In this paper we propose an innovative concept and initial
design for a micropump using active transport mechanisms.
Our bio-inspired pumps utilize concepts from phloem to generate osmotic pressure gradients and drive fluid flow. This
pump requires no active power to push fluids but instead uses
light energy to move sugar molecules into the pump chamber.
We model the flow and solute transport in the micropump
using quasi-1D equations. The proton and sugar transport
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Appendix A1. Denominator for bacteriorhodopsin proton flux equation
Φ = kbRkKLkLM1kM1M 2kM 2N kNO + kbRkKLkLM1kM1M 2kM 2N kObR + kbRkKLkLM1kM1M 2kM 2N kON +
kbRkKLkLM1kM1M 2kNbRk ObR + kbRkKLkLM1kM 2N kNbRk ObR + kbRkKLkLM1kM 2M1kNbRk ObR +
kbRkKLkLM1kM1M 2kNM 2k ObR + kbRkKLkLM1kM1M 2kNbRk ON + kbRkKLkLM1kM 2M1kNM 2k ObR +
kbRkKLkLM1kM 2N kNbRk ON + kbRkKLkLM1kM 2M1kNbRk ON + kbRkKLkLM1kM1M 2kNOk ObR +
kbRkKLkLM1kM 2NkNOk ObR + kbRkKLkLM1kM 2M1kNOk ObR + kbRkKLkLM1kM1M 2kNM 2k ON +
k bRkKLkLM1kM 2M1kNM 2k ON + k bRkKLkM1LkM 2NkNbRk ObR + k bRkKLkM1LkM 2M1kNbRk ObR +
k bRkKLkM1M 2kM 2NkNbRk ObR + k bRkKLkM1LkM 2M1kNM 2k ObR + k bRkKLkM1LkM 2NkNbRk ON +
k bRkKLkM1LkM 2M1kNbRk ON + k bRkKLkM1M 2kM 2NkNbRk ON + k bRkKLkM1LkM 2NkNOk ObR +
k bRkKLkM1LkM 2M1kNOk ObR + k bRkKLkM1M 2kM 2NkNOk ObR + k bRkKLkM1LkM 2M1kNM 2k ON +
k bRkLKkM1LkM 2NkNbRk ObR + k bRkLKkM1LkM 2M1kNbRk ObR + k bRkLKkM1M 2kM 2NkNbRk ObR +
k bRkLM1kM1M 2kM 2NkNbRk ObR + k bRkLKkM1LkM 2M1kNM 2k ObR + k bRkLKkM1LkM 2NkNbRk ON +
k bRkLKkM1LkM 2M1kNbRk ON + k bRkLKkM1M 2kM 2NkNbRk ON + k bRkLKkM1LkM 2NkNOk ObR +
k bRkLKkM1LkM 2M1kNOk ObR + k bRkLKkM1M 2kM 2NkNOk ObR + kbRkLM1kM1M 2kM 2N kNbRk ON +
kbRkLM1kM1M 2kM 2N kNOk ObR + kbRkLK kM1LkM 2M1kNM 2k ON + kKLkLM1kM1M 2kM 2N kNbRk ObR +
kKLkLM1kM1M 2kM 2N kNbRk ON + kKLkLM1kM1M 2kM 2N kNOk ObR

Appendix A2. Denominator for sucrose transporter protein transport equation
Φ2 = k−1k−2k−3k−6k5 + k−1k−2k−3k5k 6 + k−1k−2k−6k 4k5 + k−1k−2k 4k5k 6 + k−1k−6k3k 4k5
+ k−1k3k 4k5k 6 + H +k−1k−2k−3k−5k−6 + H +k−1k−2k−5k−6k 4 + He+k−2k−3k1k5k 6
+ H +k−1k−5k−6k3k 4 + He+k−2k1k 4k5k 6 + He+k1k3k 4k5k 6 + Sk−1k−2k−3k−4k−6 + Sk−1k−2k−3k−4k 6
+ Sek−6k2k3k 4k5 + Sek2k3k 4k5k 6 + H +Sk−1k−2k−3k−4k−5 + H +Sk−1k−2k−4k−5k−6
+ H +Sk−1k−3k−4k−5k−6 + H +Sk−2k−3k−4k−5k−6 + He+Sk−2k−3k−4k1k 6 + H +Sk−1k−4k−5k−6k3
+ He+Sek−3k1k2k5k 6 + H +Sek−5k−6k2k3k 4 + He+Sek1k2k3k 4k5 + He+Sek1k2k3k 4k 6
+ He+Sek1k2k3k5k 6 + He+Sek1k2k 4k5k 6 + He+H +Sk−2k−3k−4k−5k1 + He+H +Sek−5k1k2k3k 4
+ H +SeSk−3k−4k−5k−6k2 + He+SeSk−3k−4k1k2k 6 + H +SeSk−4k−5k−6k2k3 + He+SeSk−4k1k2k3k 6
+ He+H +SeSk−3k−4k−5k1k2 + He+H +SeSk−4k−5k1k2k3
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